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Diné College has been asked by the office of the Vice President of the Navajo Nation to establish a
School of Agriculture and Water to meet the needs of the Nation. To assist in the development of
such a School, Diné College requested technical assistance through National PETE’s NSF ATE grant
Connecting Tribal and Pacific Rim Colleges to Improve Indigenous Environmental Technology
Education (NSF DUE #1204627). As a result, a job market assessment workshop was conducted on
April 8, 2014 at the Navajo Agricultural Products Industry (NAPI) headquarters in Farmington, NM.
Diné College was one of four colleges selected to receive 2014 technical assistance services from
National PETE under the NSF ATE grant. Specifically, Diné requested Program Assessment
assistance to tailor the new program to match local environmental job opportunities with the local
population, local, state, and federal governments, non-profits, business and industry employers.
Based on the resources and time available, PETE and Diné agreed to focus on the Program
Assessment by surveying local professionals through a facilitated session. PETE focused the
facilitated session on the following questions:
-

What jobs are available?
What skills are needed?
What knowledge is necessary?

The Workshop
Facilitators: Dr. Jeremy Pickard, ATEEC Associate Director and Director of Eastern Iowa
Community College’s International Education Department and Sarah Gross, PETE Program
Coordinator.
Attendees: A panel of experts in the Water and Agriculture field from Diné’s service area were
convened by Diné’s Science Department Chair Barbara Klein. The results reported below reflect the
thoughts of the group who were present on April 8, 2014. The group represents multiple
organizations, interests, and concerns on the Navajo Reservation.

Expert Panel:
Name
Arvin Trujillo
Beulah C. John
Casey Francisco
Jack Utter

Title
Manager, Government Relations
Human Resources Manager

Organization
Arizona Public Services
Navajo Agricultural Products Industry
(NAPI)
Rangeland Management Specialist BIA/Western Navajo Agency
Hydrologist
Water Code Administration

Raynaldo Skeet

Irrigation Manager

Roselyn Yazzie

Interim COO/Bean Crop Manager

Shantal A.
Begay

Assistant Agronomist

Navajo Agricultural Products Industry
(NAPI)
Navajo Agricultural Products Industry
(NAPI)
Navajo Agricultural Products Industry
(NAPI)

Name
Rex Lee Jim
Maggie George
Patrick
Blackwater
Barbara Klein

Title
Vice President
President
Academics

Organization
Navajo Nation
Diné College
Diné College

Science Department Chair

Diné College

Geographical Area
Diné College serves the 26,000 square mile Navajo Nation at six locations. Chinle, Tuba City, and
Window Rock offer services to residents in Arizona, and the Crownpoint and Shiprock campuses
offer services to residents of New Mexico. The main campus is located in Tsaile, Arizona. The
college awards associate degrees and certificates in areas important to the economic and social
development of the Nation.
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Observers:
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Jobs
The panel on April 8 prepared a list of the jobs within Diné’s service region in the water and
agriculture field, and the degree level necessary to perform those jobs. The chart can be used as a
guide as to areas of emphasis in the development of Agriculture and Water courses. It can also be
provided to students in answer to the question “what can I do with a degree in Agriculture and Water
on the Reservation.” The panel also identified the top jobs (in terms of need and availability on the
Navajo Reservation), as indicated under the “Prioritized” column below.
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Job Title
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Hydrology Specialist
Agricultural economist
Agriculture engineer
Soil scientist
Agriculture extension agent
Natural resource/watershed manager
Agronomist
Range conservationist
Water quality engineer
Systems operator
Field scout
Weed scientist
Entomologist
Water dispute resolution
Food processing plant operators/managers
Crop manager
Civil engineer
Variable rate irrigation operator
Quality & control (food safety)
Feedlot manager
Electrician
Commodities trader
Water manager
Water treatment operator
Animal nutritionist
Water conservation technician
Irrigation service technician
Heavy equipment operator
Mechanical/design technology engineer
Water technician (repair/maintain windmill &
solar; water maintenance operator)
Diesel mechanic
Miller (flour mill)

Prioritized by
Panel*
4 Stars
4 Stars
3 Stars
3 Stars
3 Stars
3 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
2 Stars
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star
1 Star

Years of
Education
4
4
4+
4
4
4
4
4
4+
2
2
4
4
2 + Experience
2
4
5
2
4
4
2-4
4
4+
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
2
4-8

2
4
2
4
2
4
2-4
2
2
4
4
4
Credentials
4+
2
4
8
2
2
4
4

*The panel ranked the top jobs by importance, with four stars being the most important.
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Welder
Lab manager
Lab technician
Agriculture education (high school teacher)
Well driller
Seed breeder
Community liaison/ag & water linguist
Fertilizer technician
Pesticide/applicators herbicide
Native plants manager
GPS/GIS surveyors
Botanist
Ditch manager
Water & land use planners
Wastewater operator
Peacemaker
Beef inspector
Veterinarian
Auctioneer
Seed stock operator
Equine nutritionist
Information technologist
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Cross-cutting Skills/Knowledge
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The panel also identified cross-cutting skills/knowledge that are necessary for performing the jobs
they earlier identified. This list is useful in designing courses for the new program; it is critical that
students have these skills for successful employment in the region. The skills were not ranked; they
are presented in random order.
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Public Speaking

Accounting

Information
Technology
(computer skills)

Technical Writing

Communications
• Cultural
Sensitivity/proficiency
• Patience and persistence
• Cultural tolerance

Arc GIS/GPS

Mathematics
(problem solving)

Leadership skills

Physics

Troubleshooting

Mediation

Marketing

Management by
Objectives (MBO)

STEM

Teamwork

Training skills

Mediation/
collaboration skills

Understanding
sustainability

Personnel
management

Finance/financial
planning

Understanding of
Risk Management

Safety

Ethics and morals
• accountability

Peacemaking

Quality control

Stress and time
management

Planning
• Setting goals

Project
Management

Job Skills
The panel further identified which skills were critical for execution of the job under which they are
listed, for the top 6 jobs identified by the group. These lists provide data that is useful if Diné decides
to focus the program on a specific trade or job (or group of specific trades/jobs). This list also
provides students with an idea of what skills they should acquire/maintain if they want to pursue
employment in a specific occupation.

Hydrology Specialist

Assist with developing a work plan

Develop an irrigation plan

Assist in mitigating erosion

Utilize soil moisture sensors to determine irrigation

Identify and report disease/chlorosis/plant health

Utilize infrared data to monitor soils

Monitor production wells for water quality

Utilize sensor data to determine soil moisture

Install, maintain and calibrate instruments such as those that
monitor water levels, rainfall, and sediments
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Assist with determining water content
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Agricultural Economist
Utilize hedging for purchasing commodities
Utilize macroeconomics
Utilize microeconomics
Analyze and develop a robust economic approach for land/farm
development
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Utilize farm loan policy to educate others
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Utilize economic principles to assist producers in profit-making decisions
Partner with ag extension to educate public in profitable farming practices

Agriculture Engineer
Establish design parameters
•Center pivots
•Irrigation system design
•Land layout
•Slopes
•Harvest
•Equipment
•Pipe
•Aerial applications

Design processing plant machinery and equipment
Design crop and livestock logistics
Design crop storage
Utilize big data for decision making
Oversee production of design
Utilize AutoCAD in designing projects

Soil Scientist
Identify soil texture/composition for planting
Provide recommendations to managers based on soil analysis
Analyze and certify soil analysis

Determine suitability of soil for production, irrigation, remediation, and plant
community
Maintain records of analyses for future information retrieval/production
Make recommendations for conservation planning
Disseminate research

Agriculture Extension Agent
Conduct education and outreach programming
Implement 4H programs
Conduct herd health analysis
Educate ranchers on administering medication
Disseminate research to general public
Conduct soil analysis
Identify issues in the field and communicate
them to researchers
Create/develop curricula for programming
Obtain and manage funding for projects
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Utilize ecological site description to determine land use and crop suitability
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Natural Resource/Watershed Manager
Utilize public land and natural resources law to manage resources
Develop and implement natural resource policies
Assess natural resource inventory utilizing current technology
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Analyze water runoff for range protection and public health
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Monitor and protect water resources
Utilize economics to inform natural resource planning/decision making

Soft Skills
The panel identified “soft skills” critical to employee success in the workforce. While not necessarily
skills that can be directly incorporated into the program since they are not easy to teach, they are
nonetheless skills (or goals) of which students need to be aware and work toward for success in the
local workforce.
Teamwork

Ethics and morals

Peacemaking

Stress management

Time management

Leadership skills

Planning skills

Ability to set goals

Other soft skills to consider, from other Tribal Colleges
• Appropirate work attire
• Strong work ethic
• Cultural sensitivity
• Conflict resolution
• Courtesy
• Dependability
• Responsibility
• Phone etiquette
• Reading comprehension
• Writing and grammar skills
• Timeliness
• Self-motivation
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Accountability
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Other considerations for Diné from the group:
At the beginning of the session, the group had the privilege of listening to Navajo Nation Vice
President Rex Lee Jim explain his vision for a school of Agriculture and Water. Mr. Jim discussed
that the degree is necessary to assist the Nation with food sovereignty and security. He suggested that
farming needs to be taught as a business: marketing, ranching, and range management. Some
additional recommendations for the Program from Mr. Jim’s speech include:
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-
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-

Educate Navajos as businesspeople to manage Navajo food sales.
Culinary arts program at NTU has a restaurant on I-40; food should be provided by Diné
College. Crops could be produced through the Agriculture program.
Students need better knowledge of aquifers to make good voting decisions.
Need to focus on making farming exciting; build pride with the degree.
Develop the economy (entrepreneurship).
Get students excited about building a nation.
Navajo Division of Agriculture needs to be involved.
Cornell has a good school of agriculture (a good model).
NMSU has an experimental farm on NAPI land; work with them?
Desalinization of Pacific Ocean as a possible research project.

Furthermore, Beulah John talked about a scholarship program with NMSU, which has been in effect
since 2008. Since its inception, however, there have been only six graduates; perhaps the new
Agriculture and Water school could help increase program participation and interest on the part of
students. Panel members also discussed the importance of building on Navajo land grant
opportunities, and expanding certificate programs at the school.

Summary
On April 8, 2014, Diné College hosted a Water and Agriculture Program Assessment Facilitated
session. Diné Science Chair Barbara Klein worked hard to convene individuals from a diverse range
of Water and Agricultural jobs and organizations from the Navajo Nation. The facilitated session was
used to help identify what jobs are available in the Water and Agriculture field, so that Diné can
develop a new program to prepare students for jobs in the field. The National Partnership for
Environmental Technology Education team facilitated the day’s events.
The convened panel of experts helped identify what jobs are available in the water and agriculture
field, the knowledge and skills that are needed to perform those jobs, and the soft skills necessary for
success within those positions. PETE attempted to accurately and concisely capture the group’s
thoughts and compiled the information into this report.

Recommendations
The information presented above can be used to help create the new Water and Agriculture program
at Diné College; utilizing the information above will help ensure that students have the necessary
skills for employment within jobs in demand on the Reservation. PETE recognizes its role in this
case is to serve as facilitator to a process that will be used to create the new program. As such, PETE

In regards to the requested Assistance, Diné College and PETE staff worked together to focus the
facilitated session on an Environmental Jobs Chart. Diné can use the gathered information as the new
program is developed, to ensure the program meets local needs. The list of jobs can be used to help
guide content areas within the Water and Agriculture program. The lists of knowledge and skills as
well as soft skills can be used as the new program is developed to ensure the majority of elements are
covered, so that students are armed with the skills necessary for success in the workforce. The list of
identified jobs can also be used to help guide students in their career search. The PETE and ATEEC
(Advanced Environmental and Energy Center) Best Practices in Environmental and Energy
Technology Education at Tribal Colleges (2012) is a helpful handbook that may also be useful in
developing the new program. A copy has been provided with this report, and can also be accessed at
http://ateec.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Tribal/Reports/Tribal_Best_Practices_2012.pdf. The
ATEEC Best Practices Guide for Developing Educational Programs: Environmental and Energy
Technology (2014) is also a helpful handbook in developing courses/programs. A copy has been
provided with this report, and can be accessed at http://ateec.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/Best_Practices.pdf.
Furthermore, the Advanced Environmental Technology and Energy Center (ATEEC), PETE’s
affiliated partner, has just updated their Defining Environmental Technology jobs chart, as well as
their comprehensive Defining Environmental Technology Report. These documents were put together
through a process similar to the facilitated session at Diné, with professionals from all over the
country. The report details jobs within the Environmental Technology field (including jobs in water
management, and water supply and treatment), as well as the job skills necessary to be employable
within certain occupations. The report could be useful to Diné to both help direct program content,
and to help instructors in guiding students who may be interested in knowing what they can do with a
degree in Water and Agriculture. A copy of these documents has been provided with this report, and
can also be downloaded from: http://ateec.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/DefiningEnvironmentalTechnologyReport_08082014.pdf.
Additionally, ATEEC has developed a Regional Water Conversations report which details some jobs
within the water/wastewater management field in regions across the United States. While not directly
applicable to Diné’s proposed program, the document may still be helpful during development of
curricula. The report can also be used to help students determine what jobs might be available. A
Defining Water Management chart was developed as well, based upon input from water and
wastewater professionals from around the country. The chart may additionally be useful as the
program is developed, and for student reference. A copy of these documents have been provided with
this report, and can be downloaded from: http://ateec.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/RegionWaterConvReport_final_20141006_smallest.pdf and
http://ateec.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/08/DefiningWaterMgmtChart_final_20130617b_chart_combined.pdf.
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can offer recommendations, however it is understood that achieving these objectives can be complex.
With this preface, PETE makes the following recommendations to Diné College based unilaterally
on what was observed during the facilitated session and communications since then, as well as the
experience PETE possesses in curriculum development.
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Based upon the facilitated session on April 8, and discussions with the College, it is apparent there is
a need for a School of Agriculture and Water at Diné College. There are currently jobs on the Navajo
Reservation that are going to non-native individuals due to the lack of properly trained and educated
individuals on the Reservation. Therefore, it is important for the College to provide the training
necessary for individuals on the Nation so that they can be employable. During development of the
program, Diné College should continue discussions with the Heads of the various divisions and
departments of the Navajo Nation Department of Natural Resources and Agriculture, to ensure the
program that is developed meets the needs of the Department now and in the future. Additionally,
Diné College should reach out to additional Water and Agriculture business and industry
representatives to get a more robust picture of the job situation, and the skills and knowledge
necessary for success in those jobs. The information presented in this report aligns only with the
businesses represented; there are many more businesses on the reservation that should be included/
surveyed while developing the program.
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Diné Contact Information
Tsaile Campus
1 Circle Dr.
Route 12
Tsaile, AZ 86556
Tel: 928.724.6600
Web: www.dinecollege.edu

National PETE Contact Information
National Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE)
584 Main Street
South Portland, ME 04106
Tel: (207) 771-9020
Web: http://www.nationalpete.org
Kirk J. Laflin, Executive Director
Email: klaflin@maine.rr.com
Sarah Gross, Program Coordinator and Environmental Analyst
Email: sgrosse@maine.rr.com

Project Website
http://www.nationalpete.org/nsf-indigenous-education/

